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1 Introduction and Background
In the same manner computers have become part of day to day life for most of
us, they have also taken an increasingly important role in Science and Engineering.
Conducting Numerical Simulations instead of the “tangible” physical counterpart
experiment can have numerous and non negligible advantages, which in general tend
to outweigh the downsides of “non-physical” experiments.
Let’s take for instance, experiments that would otherwise either be too dangerous,
costly, or have a big impact on the environment, such as nuclear reaction phenomena,
which for decades have replaced real live detonations.
Another category of processes that can be modelled on a computer are, under normal circumstances, out of reach for Science, such as the formation of planets, stars,
galaxies, the explosion of a supernova [more on this] and other Astrophysical phenomena. It is evident that the involved timescales make simple observation completely
impractical, not to mention the current implausibility of “being able” to “play” in
space and put something like a galaxy together for an experiment. While this might
sound humorous, it just helps to illustrate just how helpful numerical simulations can
be to expand our understanding of the Universe.
In the pursuit for more efficient and cost effective methods to build their final
products, industry has found a great aid in the form of Computer Simulations. It is,
hence possible to study the properties of designed, but not yet built structures and
components. Examples in this direction are plentiful. Engineers are nowadays able
to analyse the behaviour of buildings and bridges under load and in interaction with
their environment, permitting them to better analyse the structural requirements and
make the necessary adjustments before even starting construction, as well consider
the necessary safety margins for different emergency scenarios.
Another sector, in which numerical modelling and simulations have been quite
prolific, is the aerospace industry, where every single last performance potential needs
to be extracted and safety margins are paramount. Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) have, for instance, opened new possibilities in the design of jet engines. The
flow of air and fuel can be studied in detail in computer models, and and the 3D shape
of the fan, compressors and turbines optimised do a much higher degree than before.
Similarly, wing designs have never been as efficient as today, both in structural and
aerodynamic terms.
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Figure 1.1: Examples of Structural Engineering used of computer simulations. Simulation of a mid-size building collapse (a) and load distribution and eventual collapse of a skyscraper due to an earthquake (b). Images from
[18, 17][18, 17].
New “exotic” materials have been in use in the aerospace industry for quite some
time, but it is the amount and especially the structures which are now being manufactured with them that is a characteristic of new airframes. Carbon fibre reinforced
plastics, composites and new metal alloys (such as as Al-Li) are in use in airframes
like the Airbus A380, the Boeing 787 or the upcoming Airbus A350, together with numerical simulation tools have made possible to build extremely refined components
which present notable improvements weight and drag reduction, leading to better
lift-to-weight properties, and as a consequence to a decrease in fuel burn. Airframers
are able to fly aircraft, analyse its flying characteristics and performance numbers
way before the aluminium has been bolted or carbon fibre reinforced plastic woven
and baked in autoclaves. Computational Science has proven to be invaluable tools,
where testing, correcting and effecting changes can be quite costly after production
has begun, and where every bit of performance is needed.
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Figure 1.2: Visual renderings for two CFD experiments. a: Simulation of a NASA
Hyper-X experimental vehicle at Mach 7, image from [? ]. b: Surface
pressure distribution and streamlines - Simulation of an aircraft wingbody configuration flying at subsonic speed at high angle of attack, with
partially separated flow un the upper surface of the wing, image from [12].
In the same vane, and as a last industrial example, I can mention another domain,
which has a large influence from the aerospace industry, despite the end products
never raising more than a few centimetres over the surface. I am talking about
motor-sport, and more exactly Formula 1. Just like with aircraft, every last bit of
performance is required to succeed in this highly competitive discipline, where sport is
mixed with cutting edge engineering. Over the last decades, aerodynamics has played
an ever more important role in the performance of the participating cars, The shape
of the cars being dictated, both by the rulebook, as well as aerodynamic efficiency
in getting the most downforce at the cost of the least drag. As such, every single
team has invested heavily in the construction of wind tunnels, aggregation of massive
engineering talent and not least, computational capabilities to model and simulate
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the aerodynamic properties and behaviour of their chassis. Considering the trend
to reduce costs, regular track and wind tunnel testing have been vastly limited, and
hence building the aero components to perform as close as the engineers intended
is of utmost importance. This is where computer modelling and especially CFD
take a central role, and hence havy investments in this direction. The better your
simulation tools, and the closer their correlation to the real on-track world, the better
the resulting performance and predictability of the car and setup changes applied to
it, specific for each track in the calendar.

Figure 1.3: Illustration of the use of ANSYS CFD tools by the former BMW-Sauber
team.
Computation Fluid Dynamics does not find applications only in industry, and as
commented some paragraphs above, science has a lot to profit from computer simulation. One such field is represented by Astrophysics, under which Fluid Dynamics
takes the guise of Magneto Hydro Dynamics (MHD). Considering the nature of the
studied objects under this discipline, of which the vast majority are composed of
electrically conducting fluids, such as plasma. Here, it is not enough to consider the
fluid nature of substance, mathematically described by the Navier-Stokes equations,
but one has to also take into account electromagnetic effects, both created by the dy-
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namics of the fluid, as the forces applied to it, due to electromagnetic effects, where
it is necessary to tackle both the Navier-Stokes, as well as the Maxwell systems of
equations.
The Sun, as the closest star to us, is the subject of deep research; one of the
phenomena under study by several academics groups, is that of magnetic reconnection
on the Sun, their causes and their effects, for example in the case of solar flares.
Armed with empirical data from observation stations and satellites, it is then possible
to perform numeric simulation and correlate the results coming out of them, with
experimental data. For instance, research papers such as [14] and [4] conduct 3D
MHD simulations to study reconnection processes on an active region solar jet from
NOAA 8531 on May 15 1999.

Figure 1.4: Illustration from [4], depicting the arrangement of the magnetic field lines
surrounding a plasma jet ejected from the Sun.
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One quite important aspect on which all of the above mentioned disciplines concur,
is that they would all like to have simulations that are as efficient, as possible. One
can understand this, as doing the same computational work in less time, or given the
same time-frame, be able to run more complex simulations, that are inherently more
computational “hungry” or demanding.
The Department of Computer Science with the “Computational Science and Engineering” program has undertaken the development of a Partial Differential Equation
(PDE) Framework, named Peano [2]. The main aim of this framework, is to offer
a scientific computing toolkit with a more solid source code base, with strong roots
in software engineering and development principles. This in turn, means that the
project, is easier to maintain and expand by future collaborators, with a reduced risk
of breaking it as a whole, while performing component specific changes or introducing
new capabilities, that during development are in an experimental stage. As clearly
explained in [21], Peano adopts a modular design principle, with clearly defined and
specified interfaces, with a clear preference for object oriented programming. Different computational tasks are distributed among many different sub-components, and
it advocates for reusability of existing code bases/frameworks to complete certain aspects of the computations, such is the case of the solver for linear/non-linear systems
of equations. This task is handed over to the PETSc Scientific Computation toolkit
libraries [19], after constructing the respective systems.
[MAYBE Talk more about the Peano architecture]
While the Peano framework is a general purpose Scientific Computing toolkit, the
main area of interest, application and testing, has been CFD. With this in mind, we
reach the crux of this thesis, which is taking one of these Peano sub-components, the
trivialgrid, and tuning its performance. Given the initial “naive” simplistic implementation of the regular Cartesian grid, a sizable performance increase is expected from
the “better/faster/cheaper(computationally speaking)” component. To conclude this
short introduction, I would like to promptly present the targets of the present thesis:
• Meter the performance of the current simplistic implementation of the Cartesian
Grid, in the form of the trivialgrid component, identify where and how it can
be improved.
• Based on the code base from the trivialgrid component, build a new component addressing the shortcomings of the naive implementation, and tuning up
performance.
• Undertake a series of tests comparing the relative performance between the two
versions of the Cartesian Grid implementation, evaluate the improvements and
potential future directions of development.
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Most of the work that has gone into the elaboration of this thesis is directly related to
understanding, analysing the source code behind Peano, used to conduct numerical
simulations, as well as writing a new tuned component and integrating it into the
existent system, but the author considers that, in order to better comprehend how
the system works on its main application (CFD runs), it is important to have at least
a basic understanding of the physics involved. After all, the main aspect with which
the grid component will manly be dealing, is Fluid Dynamics and it is its discretised
equations that have been “translated” and written in the “fluid” component of Peano.
Without further ado, let us see what is behind the code lines, and briefly see how from
fluid concepts, the Navier-Stokes equations (which are used in Peano) are obtained,
under certain constraints and assumptions.

Figure 2.1: From Physics problems to numerical simulations.
Fluid bodies, as liquids and gases exhibit characteristics of continuous media, when
considered from a macroscopic scale and their behaviour can be described by the
Navier-Stokes equations. The Peano framework is currently dealing with laminar
incompressible flows, and as such, I will concentrate the discussion to the equations
relevant for this particular case.
During this description, the assumptions that the fluid in question is Newtonian,
and that the flow is incompressible will be introduced and put to use. The fact that a
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fluid is Newtonian, means that its viscosity does not change depending on the applied
stress upon it, or put otherwise, that the relationship between the shear stress and
the rate of strain is linear, with the viscosity as a constant of proportionality. A flow
is incompressible if, its density is constant within a given volume.
With this in mind, we can then, drawing information from [6, 26, 15], proceed to
write the equations that describe a Newtonian fluid flow, in differential form. Let’s,
for each of them, have a look at their physical meaning while we write them down.
To ensure physical consistence, the flow system in question must respect a set of
conservation laws, under the hypothesis formulated above regarding its properties,
such as conservation of mass and momentum.
Let’s start with conservation of mass, mathematically described by the mass continuity equation, which under differential form implies that any mass change in time
within a given volume can only be a consequence of fluid either entering or leaving
the region. Considering an infinitesimal volume, within which the fluid density is
given by ρ and the velocity by ~u (of scalar components u and v), we can write:
∂ρ
= −∇ · (ρ~u)
(2.1)
∂t
Next is the conservation of momentum, which stems from the necessity to be consistent with Newton’s second law of motion, the rate of change in momentum is equal to
the driving Force. To mathematically write this relationship down, let’s consider the
flow through an infinitesimal volume. The flow is characterised by the fluid density ρ,
velocity ~u, stress tensor σ and an arbitrary external driving force f~ (e.g. gravitational
force), hence:
!

∂~u
+ (~u · ∇) ~u = ∇ · σ + f~
ρ
∂t
with




σxx τxy τxz


σ =  τyz σyy τyz 
τzx τzy σzz
where σ is the stress tensor (of rank two and symmetric) σij normal stress and τij
shear stress components. By incorporating the pressure and considering the deviatoric
stress tensor τ and, it can be further written, as explained in [15, 27]








p 0 0
σxx + p
τxy
τxz

 
σyy + p
τyz 
σ = −  0 p 0  +  τyz
 ≡ −pI + τ
0 0 p
τzx
τzy
σzz + p
Imposing the hypothesis that the fluid is Newtonian, which can be mathematically
formulated as [28, 25, 6]
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∂ui ∂uj
τij = Iλ∇ · ~u + µ
+
∂xj
∂xi

!

≡ Iλ∇ · ~u + µδ

where µis the dynamic
coefficient of viscosity,λ the volume coefficient of viscosity,

∂uj
∂ui
and δ = ∂x
+
.
The
stress tensor is hence, decomposed into a non-viscous
∂xi
j
pressure and a viscous contributions.
The conservation of momentum hence becomes
!

∂~u
ρ
+ (~u · ∇) ~u = −∇p + ∇ (Iλ∇ · ~u + µδ) + f~
∂t

(2.2)

On the left-hand-side member of the equation, two can distinguish two acceleration
u
contributions, first the regular and easily recognisable ∂~
and the convective part
∂t
(~u · ∇) ~u, where (~u · ∇) can be isolated as the advection operator.
Collecting what we have so far, we obtain a set of Navier-Stokes equations for a
Newtonian fluid
∂ρ

(

ρ



∂~
u
∂t

= −∇ · (ρ~u)
+ (~u · ∇) ~u = −∇p + ∇ (Iλ∇ · ~u + µδ) + f~
∂t

The flow hypothesis so far contains the constraint that we are dealing with a Newtonian fluid, to which now the incompressibility condition is imposed. An incompressible flow implies that the density within the considered volume is constant. In
other words, a change in mass produced by fluid leaving the region is balanced by
the same amount entering it.
Taking this into account (ρconst = constant) and recalling the equation corresponding to the conservation of mass (2.1), we have
∇ · (ρconst~u) = −

∂ρconst
≡0
∂t

or bluntly put
∇ · ~u = 0

(2.3)

Plugging this result into the conservation of momentum equation (2.2) yields
∂~u
1
µ
+ (~u · ∇~u) +
∇p =
∆~u + f
∂t
ρconst
ρconst

(2.4)

Hence, we obtain the Navier-Stokes equations for our incompressible flow system
(
∂~
u
∂t

∇ · ~u = 0
1
∇p =
+ (~u · ∇~u) + ρconst
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µ
∆~u
ρconst

+ f~

(2.5)

3 Numerical Simulations under the
Peano Framework
3.1 General Considerations
Peano has been conceived as a general purpose framework for Scientific Computing,
with a strong accent on Cumputational Fluid Dynamics, and as such most of the
effort has been focused on the CFD applications, both for validation and testing and
to conduct numerical experiments. With this in mind, the focus of the present work,
will revolve around CFD, as well.
There is a considerable number of numerical solver toolkits that can be used for
CFD applications, and while a discussion them and a comparison between the merits
and shortcomings of each of them is quite interesting, this falls outside the scope of
this thesis, as such I would like to refer the reader to [21], where a brief discussion
in this direction has been written. In the following paragraphs, I would like to limit
myself to the framework on which my work is performed, Peano.
The main targets of the framework have been to provide [21, 3]:
• Support for Multi-scale algorithms [21]: Scale influence on computations can
be accounted for, by imparting a certain structure to the domain discretization,
as in [2, 5]. Such methods that can take advantage of hierarchy are represented
by multigrid type algorythms.
• Parallel processing support: Taking into consideration that the architecture or
modern High Performance Computing (HPC) facilities, (or nowadays even personal multi-core computers) involves the presence of multiple or even thousands
CPUs with shared or distributed memory resources, or a cluster of multi-cored
GPUs, such as [22], the framework needs to be compatible with such systems
and most of all, scale in performance as more computing power is allocated.
• Low memory footprint: This is a simple argument, the less memory the data
structures required for simulation, the more of them that can be fit and used.
In other words, with lower memory usage, comes greater resolution and the less
communication requirements and overhead between concurrent CPUs.
• Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR): Computational methods require partition
of the studied domain into a finite number of discrete elements meant to approximate the “real” studied domain. This division can be done statically, with the
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discrete grid structure being defined and fixed from the very beginning of the
simulation, and does not change during its progress. This implementation and
representation has an elegant simplicity that be quite tempting to keep. However, not all computational domains are the same, and not everything in the
computational domain can necessarily present interest to the studied phenomena. For example, one can take the study of Galaxy formation disk accretion,
or Star formation (as in [16]). The example in the following figures, while not
making use of AMR, is a good example of a scenario where adaptive grids are
extremely useful:

Figure 3.1: Mesh refinement example for the “Fluid channel flow with an obstacle”
scenario in Peano. Image courtesy of [21].
Peano, previously highlighted, adheres to Software Engineering and Object Oriented Programming principles, and one of the cornerstones of the implemented approach resides firmly on data encapsulation and hiding, data abstraction and modularity. This said, it should hardly be surprising to find that the project code base
is divided into a number of components that interact via interfaces. The interaction
between components is transparent; a given component and, in turn its developer,
does not need to know how others are coded or implemented, but only its interface
to work with it.
All this means that there can be several implementation version of components
meant to fulfil the same mission, but which they can do differently; what goes “behind
the scenes” is known only to the component itself, but from outside, the different
implementations communicate or interact in the same compatible manner with other
components. Hence, despite having a common set of interface and access functions,
their performance, behaviour and optimisation targets can be quite different. This
is the case of the grid component in Peano. At the same time, there is the adaptive
grid, with all the performance and efficiency benefits and drawbacks, and by the other
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hand, the simplicity and robustness of a regular Cartesian Grid with which it coexists,
and which can be quite useful for the development of new components, which need
to be tested, or for scenarios under which the refinement tracking data structures
become too much of an overhead.
The Peano System can roughly be described to contain three main layers of components, with an additional set of components, which act as a data transport channel
between the former.
Application Layer: This is represented by the specialised source code, written
specifically in order to perform specific numerical computations for a given task or
scenario; for CFD simulations, it comprises the following components:
• Continuity Equation: encompasses code written to process where numerical
treatment to the namesake equation are required.
• Fluid: consists of code necessary to perform complete CFD runs. It pertains
algorithms needed to treat the Navier-Stokes equations either by FEM or IDO
methods, configure and run simulation scenarios, such as turbulent and flows
with a chemical component, to describe the necessary degrees of freedom to be
embedded into vertices and cells.
• Poisson: englobes code to do computations for problems which require solutions
to Poisson like equaitons.
• Heat Equation: component providing numerical treatment for problems described by the heat equation.
Core Layer: This layer comprises the central components of the framework, they
are completely independent of the application code and commonly used by them all,
via a set of interface methods. Developers of application level components need not
know what how exactly their code is implemented, and as such it is “hidden”. They
are:
• Grid: The AMR implementation of the grid concept (more about grid components in general and their working aspects, in the following section.
• Trivialgrid: The regular “naive” implementation of the Cartesian Grid in
Peano.
• Stacks: Data structures used in conjunction with space-filling curves during
serialisation of space-trees which help representing the adaptive mesh structure.
Stack data structures are employed due to their cache efficiency to to access
nodal data.
• Parallel: Source code needed for Parallel Computations and communication.
Non-core Layer - solvers and I/O components: This layer comprises three
categories of components:
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• Numerical solvers: ODE component (for time integration), PETSc component
(interface/wrapper to access methods available in the PETSc toolkit for solving
systems of equations).
• I/O: Physical/spatial configuration of the experimental setup (Geometry and
preCICE, with tasks in handling geometric features of the system, such as those
passed in configuration files), Output components (plotter and vtkPlotter, to
write data meant for the graphical representations of simulation runs. Vtk files,
can then be interpreted by tools, such as paraview).
• Additional numeric computation components: AD, ADOL-C, cppAD.
Data flow crossbar and auxiliary data type Layer: This is an auxiliary set
of components, which together form the tarch branch of Peano development. It
acts like a data channel for data, in the sense that it aids int he exchange of data
between component layers, as well as introducing auxiliary variable types such as
tarch::la::Vector.

Figure 3.2: System subdivision of Peano, categorised in Layers and components.
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3.2 From Physics to Source Code - Numerical
representation of Fluid Dynamics in Peano
There are several modalities to numerically model the behaviour of the incompressible
flows of Newtonian fluids, of which Eularian and Lattice Boltzmann approaches have
been implemented in Peano.
The first approach implies finding a numerical solution to the the System of NavierStokes, which are separately discretised in time and space with the help of Cartesian
grids, be they regular or adaptive, based on the Finite Element Method (FEM) or
Integrated Differential Operators (IDO).
Lattice Boltzmann methods by the other hand, do not attempt to find solutions
for the discretised set of Navier-Stokes equations to perform a flow simulation, they
instead deal with the discretised form of the Boltzmann transport equation together
with collision models for a particle set.
The work has been performed on the components that have implemented NavierStokes discretisation through FEM methods, and if the reader would bear with me,
I would like to briefly present some basic concepts related to this approach.

3.2.1 spatial Discretisation
The discretisation problem in space is posed as finding a mapping between the real
continuous space and a finite representation that can be used under a computer. Put
otherwise, we would like to obtain a discrete form out of the continuous equations
describing the fluid behaviour. Keeping in mind the conditions previously described
in the Physical aspects chapter, in that we are dealing with incompressible flows of
Newtonian fluids, we write the Navier-Stokes system of equations as in 2.5,
∂~
u
∂t

∇·u=0
= (~u · ∇)~u + ρ1 ∇p − ν∆u = ~g

(3.1)

where ν is the kinematic viscosity, or µρ from 2.5 and ~g are volume forces, such as
the gravitational and electromagnetic forces.
Based on work from [21], we can proceed with the description of the FEM application in Peano. It is established from the very beginning the shape of the cell to
be used in the FEM, to that of a constant rectangular form and the traditional low
order Q1Q0 as basis functions.
The FEM schemes will, before discretisation weaken the Navier-Stokes continuous
equations, by solving the equations n a qeighted averaged manner, so that the necessary smoothness order of the solution is reduced and the space of solution functions
enlarged . The “weakening” is achieved by multiplication of the continuous forms with
a test function, then integrating them over a given domain Ω and finally integrating
by parts [21]. Following this steps, and according to [21] (where the whole derivation
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can be read) the weak form of the equations can be formulated as determining the
(~u, p) ∈ U × P , so that (∀) (~s, q) ∈ S × Q the following equations are satisfied:
(~u˙,~s)0 + a(~u, s) + b(p, s) = l(s)
c(~u, q) = 0

(3.2)

where:
• ~s are the test functions for velocity, with~s ∈ S = {~s ∈ H 1,d (Ω)| ~s|Γn · ~n =
0, ~s|Γτ ·~τ = 0} and H 1,d (Ω), the space of d-dimensional functions ~s : Ω×R → R,
so that si ∈ H 1 (Ω), (∀)i. ~nand ~τ are the outer normal and tangent vectors to
the domain boundary Γ respectively.
• The weak form of the velocity solutions, ~u are defined in the space of weak
solutions U = {~u ∈ H 1,d (Ω)| ~u|Γn · ~n = w
~ · ~n, ~u|Γτ · ~τ = w
~ · ~τ } , with w
~ the fixed
velocities at Dirichlet boundaries.
• The weak form of the pressure, p from
n
o
´
P ≡ p ∈ L2 (Ω)| Ω p(x)dx = 0, if q not f ixed at a specif ic point
• q ∈ Q are the test function for pressure from
n
o
´
Q ≡ q ∈ L2 (Ω)| Ω q(x)dx = 0, if q not f ixed at a specif ic point
• (~u˙,~s)0 =

´

• a(~u˙,~s) =

∂~
u
Ω ∂t

· ~s dx

´

[(~u ·˙ ∇)~u · ~s + ν∇ · ~u : ∇~sT ] dx, with : the tensor double contraction.
´
• b(p, ~s) = − ρ1 Ω p(∇ · ~s) dx
Ω

´
f~ · ~s dx + ΓN f~ · ~s da, with f~ = ν (∇ · ~u) · ~n − ρp ~n
´
• c(~u˙,q) = Ω (∇ · ~u) q dx

• l(~s) =

´

Ω

The Ritz-Galerkin Ansazt is employed in order to project the weak form of the NavierStokes equations to a finite dimensional space [21], with the subspaces Uh ⊂ U ,
Ph ⊂ P , Sh ⊂ S, Qh ⊂ Q. The
problem can be formulated as finding

 discretised

~u˙ h , ph ∈ Uh × Ph so that (∀) ~s˙ h , qh ∈ Sh × Qh the following is fulfilled:
(u~˙h ,s~h )0 + a(u~h , sh ) + b(ph , sh ) = l(sh )
c(~uh , qh ) = 0
The complete deduction of the semi-discrete representation is beyond the scope of
this work, but the reader is referred to [21], where it can be found more in detail.
Without going into much detail, in order to build the discretisation based on FEM, a
set of basis functions φi corresponding to the velocity test functions ~s and a set ψi for
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pressure test function is chosen, in order to represent them as a linear combination of
said basis. Considering that the domain is represented by discrete cells or elements,
integration operations over a domain Ω can be approximated by summing up the
contributions of each cell in part. The basis functions, normally present a small
support which spans a few cells, and hence their contribution across big parts of the
domain Ωh is nil. The semi-discretised form will be:
Au~˙h + Du~h + C (u~h ) u~h − M T ph ≡ Au~˙h + F u~h − M T ph = f
M~uh = 0

(3.3)

with A the mass matrix, D the discrete diffusion operator, C the discrete convection
operators (grouped under the F ) operator and M the discrete divergence operator.
In the particular case of Peano, the rectangular (cuboid in 3D) shape of grid cells
used in Peano, and polynomial ansatz basis, determine the finite elements. The
implementation in Peano makes use of low-order Q1 Q0 elements with a constant
pressure for each cell [21], which in turn, use d-linear basis functions. For the 2D
case, the shape of a nodal basis function φi is presented in the figure below.

Figure 3.3: d-linear nodal basis function graphical representation (a) and their respective support cells (for two dimensions) (b). Image courtesy of [21].
Keeping in the two-dimensional realm, the nodal basis function φi representation
is split depending on the support cells, on each of which it is bilinear:
φi |0 = hx1hy xy
φi |I = hx1hy (hx − x)y
φi |II = hx1hy x(hy − y)
φi |III = hx1hy (hx − x)(hy − y)
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where, hx and hy are the cell length in the x and y directions, and x ∈ [0, hx ] and
y ∈ [0, hy ]. With this in mind, uh will have the representation
uih (~x) =


1  i
u2 φ2 (~x)|I + ui3 φ3 (~x)|0 + ui0 φ0 (~x)|III + ui1 φ1 (~x)|II
hx hy

where ~x ∈ [0, hx ] × [0, hy ], and i ∈ {1, 2}.
Finally, let us go back to equation 3.3. The operators involved are assembled cellwise in Peano and will take, for an arbitrary cell e with vertices given by (i, j), will
take the shape, according to [21], for one cell:
˙e = ´ (φ · φ )dx
(uj φj , φi )0 |Ωe →
A
j
i
Ωe
´
´
a(uj φj , φi )|Ωe → C(~u)e + De = Ωe (~u · ∇)φj ·´φi dx + Ωe ν∇φj : ∇φi dx
b(ph , φi )|Ωe → −(M e )T pe = −pe Ωe (∇ · φi )dx
´
´
l(φi )|Ωe → f e = Ωe ~g φi dx + Γe f~ · φi da
N

The specific form of the element matrices earlier described, and the cell-wise operation in Peano, permits it not to store global matrices for the discretised space
operators. Contributions are computed element by element and stored and accumulated at nodal level. For example, diffusion and convection contributions are stored
in an “F ” vector for each vertex and multiple contributions, such as for the pressure
gradient accumulated in another gradP variable.

3.2.2 Temporal Discretisation
Having treated the spatial discretisation of the Navier-Stokes equations, it is important not to forget that there is one more evolution variable that needs attention,
time.
Peano has implementations of different time integration schemes, both explicit
(simplest, but with stability directly linked to timestep versus grid-size) and implicit
(more complex, but more stable, as well) and of different order and accuracy, from
first order such as the Explicit-Euler to higher order Runge-Kutta schemes. The
literature on this domain is vast, and as such I would like not to go too much into
detail, and while the discussion between advantages and disadvantages between them
is quite interesting, it falls outside the scope of this work. I will, hence, restrict the
discussion to the specific scheme that pertains the specific code that has been treated
during this thesis, explicit integration, and in particular the Explicit-Euler method.
First, let’s start by mentioning the time integration modality in CFD, under the
guise of projection methods, originally introduced by Chorin and Temam. For incompressible flows on Newtonian fluids, such as the subject here, the Chorin projection
methods are an efficient way of numerically solving the time-dependent system of
Navier-Stokes equations that govern them, with the main advantage that velocity
and pressure are decoupled. These (Chorin projection) are heavily used in Peano
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and represent the main means of time integration available in the framework [21]
and is used in conjunction with Explicit Euler and Explicit Runge-Kutta scheme
implementations. Both schemes, as one-step type explicit methods, employ to perform computations for the new timestep tn+1 information that originates only and
only from the previous time step tn . This is conducted by making use of an update
function of the form:
y n+1 = y n + Ψ (∆tn , tn , y n , f (tn , y n ))
One of the simplest schemes known in Numerical Computing is the Explicit-Euler
method, and the main idea that lies at the its base, is the approximation of the time
derivative through finite, and in this case forward differences:
where the indices n and n + 1 denote the old and new timesteps respectively. From
the relation above, the new timestep becomes
y n+1 − y n
y n+1 − y n
∂y
≈
=
∂t
tn+1 − tn
∆tn
y n = y n + ∆tn f (tn , y n )
The stability of this scheme is inherently dependent on the grid element size, the
smaller the finer the grid, the smaller the timestep jump has to be (which can be
inconvenient from a performance point of view for very fine grids), and it a scheme
of only first order, but it has some advantages, as well. It is the cheapest ODE solver
[21], from the point of view of memory footprint and evaluation of the system of
equations represented by f (tn , y n ), and not last, it has highest simplicity.
With this short introduction, we can now have a look at how this would work on
the semi-discrete system of Navier-Stokes equations presented in (3.3). The idea is to
exploit the advantage presented by Chorin projection methods, in that the velocity
and pressure are separated in two different steps, while making sure the constraint
to respect mass conservation is fulfilled. To that end, the following procedure can be
applied [21]:
• An intermediate velocity is calculated, which is not subject to mass conservation
yet.
• The pressure is computed from the Poisson equation that originates from the
continuity equation. This in turn is used to project the above computed velocity
value onto a space of solenoidal velocity fields.
• The velocities are updated.
Using the semi-discrete Navier-Stokes equations (3.3), the continuity equation is
derivated in respect to time:
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M u~h ˙= 0
By taking the momentum equation in (3.3) and isolating ~u˙ h , then introducing it in
the above relation, the Pressure Poisson equation (PPE) is obtained [21]:


M A−1 M T ph = M A−1 −f + D~uh + C(uh~)~uh −ġ = M A−1 −f + D~uh + C(uh~)~uh −M ~u˙h


h

i

h

i

The term in front of the pressure ph is the analogous to the Laplace operator and
M ~u˙h may have non-zero only on boundaries.
As mentioned in an earlier paragraph, explicit schemes have stability limitations, in
the sense that the timestep size must respect the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition
[24, 13, 20, 21], for two dimension and our particular problem, it will take the form:
∆t ≤ σ min {δtvisc , δtu , δtv }
where:
h2 h2

δtvisc = A2ν1 h2x+hy2
x
y
x
δtu = A2 2uhmax
y
δtv = A2 2vhmax
A pseudo-code table illustrating the necessary steps summarising the steps needed
to conduct a Chorin projection with an Explicit Euler scheme can be found in [21].
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component for Peano
Most of the attention and work in this thesis has gravitated around the implementation of the grid component, understand the workings of the current version and
see what could be tried in order to improve its performance, and how it interacts
with the rest of the framework. It is important to highlight, that one of the starting requirements, is the constraint that any changes to the regular grid component,
must not affect the interface and how other components, such as the application level
“Fluid”, make use of it. The only permitted desired changes outside the component,
are those necessary for integrating the new source code into the Peano tree and allow its compilation as an additional component. In the spirit of this requirement,
no changes, other than the inclusion of indispensable pre-processor flags and typedef
definitions needed for the new component, have been effected on the original tree.
Inconveniences and disruptions for other Peano components and developers must be
kept to a minimum.

Figure 4.1: Confinement of component source code changes.
From the Peano general description in the previous section, it is possible to see, that
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the framework is currently outfitted with two types of Cartesian Grid implementations. First, there is the performance focused and optimised, more complicated from
a data storage and tracking point of view, and on the other hand, the non-optimised,
naive direct implementation of the Cartesian Grid, but which is simple and and hence
more suited for the testing and evaluations of new components and some particular
scenarios where the adaptive grid inherent overhead becomes an issue.

4.1 Motivation
Having seen what we are going to be altering, the obvious question is why? What is
the aim and purpose of this thesis? The answer to these questions, in a few words
would be, since the grid components are central to the Peano system, to attempt
improve computing performance directly from within one of them, the non-adaptive
Regular Cartesian Grid, whose implementation in Peano carries the name “trivialgrid”, and that is how we will refer to it from now on.
An increase in performance on this component would implicitly be inherited, as
well, for application level components that would make use of it. There are scenarios,
for which it might be more advantageous to employ a non-adaptive static grid. Let
us have a look at them:
• Playground for new component development: During the development
of new components, or when bringing updates to existing ones, it is generally
advisable to do preliminary tests in simpler scenarios, where eventual coding
errors can be isolated and debugged more easily.
• Comparison Base Ground: New improvements on the adaptive grid can be
compared and benchmarked against a known base. The consistent performance
of a regular non-adaptive grid can be of great help for this purpose.
• Experimental Scenarios: There are few scenarios for which the non-adaptive
grid may be suited. It is true, that the adaptive grid offers the flexibility of
different resolutions for different domain regions, but this comes at the price
of overhead due to the structures needed to keep track of refinement and to
store and access the data across different levels. For some applications this
can become just to expensive, so that a regular grid is faster and offers the
advantage of simplicity against the complexity (and at times needed clutter)
of the adaptive grid. To cite a couple of such use cases, we can look at flows
through porous media (which present a large and most times random amalgam
flow and obstacle regions) and turbulent flows, where regular static grids with
a mesh-size that is different, depending on the distance to the boundaries or
turbulent flow location, size which is predefined from the very beginning.
The development of the new non-adaptive grid, is built upon the existing base code
from the old “trivialgrid” component, to which new ideas to aide in performance
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increment are implemented. The author has somewhat humourisly chosen the codename “tachyonGrid” for this new component, in a bid to highlight higher speed.
From this point forward, when we refer to a grid, the reader should understand, that
we are referring to non-adaptive versions, unless stated otherwise.

4.2 The Cartesian Grid implementation
Data Organisation
The Grid implementations represent a way to organise and represent the space discretised data, in vertices and cells. The flexible approach the developers in peano have
chosen, means that said vertices and cells are not tied to any specific type and number of variables. These variables that represent the simulated medium, and which are
called Degrees of Freedom (DoF) can change depending on the application making
use of the grid, and it is the developer of the application component that specifies
what they are. From a programmatic point of view, this is accomplished through
the use of templated code. Vertex and cell data, or their degrees of Freedom are
programmed generically and then replaced at compile time by the one specified in
the application.

Figure 4.2: Peano offers the flexibility for each application to use its own defined
DoFs, wrapped in proxy classes for functionality extension.
The DoF classes encapsulate the data to be placed in vertices and cells, and possess
elementary methods in the form of accessors (getters and setters) to their own inner
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data (member variables).
Higher level operations on the data is accomplished by wrapping the DoFs into
what is known as proxies. They offer, hence, an interface for other operations on the
DoF data, that can be accessed from the Grid.

Figure 4.3: Application defined DoFs encapsulated in Proxy wrappers. General view
(left), example from the Fluid component (right).
The way this currently works in Peano, is that the application developer specifies
them in definition files, which are then processed by Dastgen (a program developed
at the chair itself) which processed these files and then creates the necessary classes
that will later be instantiated on the Grid via a data container which will contain
arrays of vertices and cells (their wrapping proxies).

Figure 4.4: Data Flow along data structures, from creation of DoFs, to inclusion in
the grid.
As previously explained, the Degrees of Freedom are application dependent. For
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instance, in the case of the Fluid component, vertices will hold, among others, data
for velocity, pressure gradients, convective and diffusive contributions, while cells for
pressure, right-hand-side Poisson equation contributions, etc, and expose accessor to
these variables. The proxy wrappers then implement methods such as addValueToGradP (...), resetVelocityValues(...), setUMax (...).

Iteration over Domain
Besides holding the necessary simulation data, grid component is also responsible for
driving the spatial iteration over the entire domain, for a given timestep. The iteration
is conducted cell-wise, especially considering how cell-wise definition of the operators
in use for solving the Navier-Stokes equation presented in a previous chapter.

Figure 4.5: Cell-wise iteration within a timestep.
In a similar manner to how data stored in the grid is application specific, so are
the operations to be performed on it during the iterations, they are not coded into
the grid class itself. Instead, the Peano concept of event triggered operations, means
that when work on a cell or vertex is to be performed, the grid signals an event
and handles the computation to specialised event handlers named operators. In the
particular situation of the non-adaptive grid, the following events are available for
the grid [21]:
From this, we can distinguish three categories of events:
• Iteration specific events: triggered right when starting and right before ending
the iteration over all cells
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• Cell specific events: to be triggered when an operation on a cell and its four
vertices is required (most of the actual computations are performed here, at
least for the scenario at hand.).
• Vertex specific events: Triggered when first and last accessing a vertex. This is
especially useful for data values initialisation and clean-up.

Figure 4.6: Delegation of tasks upon triggering of a grid event.
One important observation of the cell-wise iteration, is that in this approach, when
the iteration reaches a certain cell or vertex, it is not possible to access the neighbouring nodes. This apparent disadvantage, which would be especially relevant in the
case of operators whose stencil spreads among several nodes, is in large part negated
by the accumulation of values while navigating from one grid cell to another (See Figure below), and while it is true that some operations that would only be performed
once per edge have to be conducted for each cell (and hence more than one time for
that edge), there are other advantages. Information that must be communicated in
parallel computations is located on boundary vertices alone and not inside the cells
and the application of discrete operators can be conducted the same for inner domain
and boundaries.
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Figure 4.7: Due to the strict cell-wise space iteration in Peano, neighbors of cells and
vertices cannot be directly accessed from within. The operator stencil
works by accumulation of values along the iteration for cells and vertices.
With these brief concepts in mind, it is possible to now proceed to the description of
changes made to the trivialgrid component, so that it becomes the new tachyonGrid.

4.3 Performance Enhancing Ideas
4.3.1 About the non-adaptive regular Cartesian grid
In the previous paragraphs, I have succinctly referred to the reasons for which the
regular Cartesian grid was a prime candidate of a component from which to at least
attempt to extract more performance. The efforts where centred around certain
ideas, which have a specific theoretical background, and that as such, at least in
theory should bring improvements. Before I discuss them, let us have a quick look at
the implementation details of the new component.
It has been mentioned earlier, that the new component is built upon trivialgrid, and
as such, it shares some common background with it. For starters, they both derived
from the AbstractTrivialgrid class, which subsequently both inherit. The reason for
this, is that besides sharing a similar structure, this will automatically permit the
new tachyonGrid implementation to have full access to the entire array of configuration, simulation and adapter code base that has been built in the Fluid application
component along the development of Peano. This way useless code duplication that
would perform the same function for both implementations is avoided, as well as a
whole array of configuration and runner files that can otherwise simply be reused.
In very few words, the trivial, and consequently the new tachyonGrid, components
have the following subdivision:
• Core classes: Here we have the specific implementation of both variants and it
is where they start to diverge. While they both inherit from the Abstract class,
they differ substantially in how they accomplish their tasks. Such core classes
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are Trivialgrid, TrivialgridDataContainer, TachyonGrid and TachyonGrid for
the old and new implementations respectively.
• Configuration classes: as the name says it, they are used to track certain
parameters needed by the grid and make sure the setup is consistent, such as
number of cells and vertices, whether mesh stretching should be used, among
others and if they are correct. Besides this, similar run-time configuration
arguments are handled here.
• Local adapter classes: Event handlers to be called by event triggering, but
when running the grid standalone without interacting with other applications,
such as the Fluid component. This can be useful for testing, benchmarking and
debugging, and can include output adapters, as well as custom written ones.
• Dastgen model definitions: Encompasses .def definition files where the Degrees of Freedom to be used with the grid are specified, for local standalone
runs.
• Records classes: These are the output of dastgen processing .def files, and
provide the Degrees of Freedom ready to be used in the grid, or wrapped in
proxies.
• Record Proxy classes: Classes where the developer or the application, or in
this case the grid, can specify more elaborate operations to be performed on
the DoFs.
• Test Classes: Classes where tests can be defined to verify the correct functioning of the component.
• Integration test classes: Classes with methods to test the correct functioning
of the component inside Peano.
• Runner classes: Classes to define the component execution, where mesh consistency and grid iteration calls are performed, for standalone execution, independent of the application layer.
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Figure 4.8: Inheritance and
implementation.
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From the illustration above, the reader can see what parts have been used from
trivialgrid and what is specific to the new component. Among the latter, the decision
was taken to keep the adapter classes, due to different construction (which will be
seen soon) of proxies and degrees of freedom, as well as runners and tests, since one
might want to implement something in a different manner in there, due to differences
in the internal core implementation.
Let’s now finally our attention to some of the approaches the author has attempted
to increase the component’s performance.

4.3.2 Proposed Approaches and Implementation
In the section dedicated to the description of the current grid concept for Peano, it was
possible for the reader to get a first “taste” of how data is organised and computations
undertaken. It is the aim of this thesis’s author, after consultation with supervising
staff, to keep true to the Peano paradigm, and as such to confine source code changes
to the new grid component under development, tachyonGrid. The challenge is, hence,
to bring a surge in performance, while writing the source code, so that other Peano
components as well as developers can interact with TachyonGrid as if it, from outside,
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looks like the previous trivialgrid implementation. To put it in simple words, keep
the “changes under the hood”.
For the current work evaluation we have concentrated on two scenarios. The first
is that of a complete CFD simulation wich can later be compared with results from
the old implementation of trivialgrid. The second is the evaluation of just the grid
performance, without independent of any application, with minimal mathematical
operations on a simple DoF. This is meant to test how much of the improvement
has actually been brought to the grid and how much of said improvement is further
pushed to the application realm.

4.3.3 Exploitation of Data Locality
Having related and often used data located in the same address vicinity represents
a big advantage, from many points of view. As such, the Principle of Locality or
Locality of Reference can be construed as a concept of great importance, where it
comes to keep computing performance as quite as high as possible.
Its origins can be traced to the late 1950s, when the first incursions in Virtual
Memory where being taken at the University of Manchester, and it was born out of
the necessity to keep it working efficiently , but as can be today seen, its application
spectrum spreads beyond the realm of its initial target, virtual memory [10]. But
what exactly is this principle of Locality?
It refers to the probability with which a data set is referenced and it is based on the
observation that during its execution sequence, a program will access a finite sub-set
of its entire data, at any given point in time, and that it is far more likely that it will
be accessed again in the immediate future, as well as the data placed in neighbouring
addresses [10, 23]. From this observation, it is clear that two main categories of data
locality can be distinguished:
• Temporal Locality: Assuming a certain memory zone has been referenced,
the probability that it will be accessed again, is higher than the probability of
accessing a random memory address.
• Spatial Locality: Assuming a given memory zone has been referenced, the
probability that a cluster containing memory locations in its vicinity is higher
than the probability of a random memory location being needed.
In the present thesis, it is my intention to go ahead both directions, which somewhat
intertwine, first by conducting a reformulation of data storing structures, as well as
modifying the ordering in which the data is placed in memory, using space-filling
curve concepts. A more thorough discussion will follow in the next section.

4.3.4 Vertex and Cell Data reorganisation
This reorganisation of data has represented the place where most of the effort and
time has been spent during the work on the new component, as care had to be taken
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not to damage compatibility, as well as finding the simplest solution possible and
work around hurdles to store data in a contiguous manner. As will be noticeable,
maintaining complete compatibility with the rest of Peano, has been one of the biggest
constrains, and one that, after all is said and done, might mean that improvements
from these approaches might not be as high as one might have wished.
The original trivialgrid implementation, the DoF data was embedded for each Vertex and Cell in part. This means, that while it is an extremely elegant solution and
adheres to the Peano paradigm, there might be some loss of locality of reference, due
to the fact that memory entries for the same variable distributed among the vertices,
will be in disparate memory locations.

Figure 4.9: Due to the current memory organization, which places entire Vertices or
Cells after each other, data of the same category (for example velocity)
can be away from each other for neighbouring vertices or cells.
Reminding the reader that we are working on two main evaluation scenarios (CFD
run and cvasi-empty grid), the first step that has been done, is to bring together
the classes describing Degrees of freedom, Abstract Vertex and proxies, under the
umbrella of a newly defined class generically called LinearisedVertex, and analogously
for cells LinearisedCell. Similarly to the current DoFs, they could be constructed by
specifying DoFs and methods to be built by a program like dastgen. In the case of
the Fluid application, the fused classes were, for vertices:
• FluidVertexDoFWithPersistentCellNumber (the vertex DoF)
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• AbstractTrivialgridVertex (the abstract vertex to implement)
• TrivialgridFluidVertexEulerExplicit (the proxy)
and for the cells:
• FluidCellDoFWithPersistentCellNumber(the cell DoF)
• AbstractTrivialgridCell(the abstract vertex to implement)
• TrivialgridFluidCell (the proxy)

Figure 4.10: Fusion of Abstract Fluid Vertices/Cells, Proxies for Fluid Vertices/Cells,
DoFs for Fluid Vertices/Cells.
This was accomplished by gathering the data for velocities, pressure gradients,
and convection and diffusion terms, which in the old trivialgrid structure is stored
together in a vertex, and placing it in, one can envision a performance increment by
making better use of fast CPU Cache memory, by reducing the size of data “atoms”
that need to be accessed (hence, more of them can fit in cache), as well as improving
data spatial locality, by placing related data in neighbouring memory locations.
The main challenge, under the conditions so far discussed, is to maintain complete
compatibility for other components that will utilise the new tuned grid, as a complete
transition from vertex and cell based data allocation to separate arrays for each one
of the variables therein contained.
Node data is now contained in two classes, LinearisedVertex and LinearisedCell,
and this is where the first big hurdles arised, when grid data had needed to be passed
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to adapters, most of which (at least the ones needed for CFD), reside outside the grid
component and, as such, any modification on them is verboten.
The entire grid data for cells and vertices is now contained in the two new classes,
and as such one does not need an array to represent them, just their object instances,
which was a problem for the before mentioned adapters. Quite a few of them expected
arrays of Vertex Data, each of which has the physical quantities embedded.
Several options around this problem were considered:
• Overloading the subscript operator was one, but it was possible only for classes,
not for pure arrays.
• Writing a wrapper that could be stored as an array was messy, as it duplicated unnecessarily functionality that was already implemented in the Linearised class, and would further introduce function call overhead.
• Changing the accessors and functions from the proxies to return data in a
different manner was attempted, but discarded quite readily, as it implied modifications to the adapters themselves.
• Finally, inspiration stroke in the form of static data to represent the Degrees of
Freedom within the Linearised Vertices and Cells. Thus, no matter how many
instantiations of the class you would have, all of them share the very same arrays
for the variables, and hence it would be possible to define arrays of vertices and
cells as needed and pass them to the adapters.
The day was saved and it was possible to keep complete compatibility with the rest
of Peano, while enjoying the benefits locality of reference might bring.
Let us see how the re-arrangement was completed. Let’s assume that the discretization of the domain yields a grid which, in total, contains Ntotal vertices, and for each of
them we need to consider variables in order to store the velocity u, pressure gradient
gradP and terms accounting for convective and diffusive effects, each of them further
accounting for the total number of spatial dimensions for the respective scenario.
There are several ways in which it could be possible to store their data in a compact
manner, but which can have a great impact on the performance we seek to obtain.
Considering that the implementation is done in C++, let’s have a look at the possible
options whose use was considered by the author.
Not forgetting, that the very reason for this transition is to improve data locality
and away from a fragmented memory storage, as in trivialgrid, we need to take into
consideration only sequence containers for which Locality of Reference is a feasible.
Thus, out of the C++ STL conainers available to us [8], we can safely disregard those
that do not guarantee contiguous memory allocation or do not fulfil the application
requirements, such as Lists and Deques. Hence, from now on, I will focus on Vectors
and raw pointer based arrays.
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Multidimensional storage of multidimensional data Since most interesting scenarios involve more than one spatial dimension, it is evident that multiple dimensions
have to be considered, and as such, intuitively, the first thought that generally comes
to mind is to use multidimensional arrays. Similar to other programming languages,
the C and C++ standards specify that such arrays must be stored in memory in rowmajor order. To better illustrate the problems that this sort of approach presents,
let’s first consider a 2D domain which has been discretised into N − 1 by M − 1
cells, as in the figure below, which corresponds to N × M vertices. Accordingly, an
array with M and N entries in each dimension is defined, with the following mapping
between it and the 2D domain.

Figure 4.11: Mapping of vertex values from the 2D domain to a 2D vector.
So, we are presented with N rows and M columns. Row-major memory storage
implies the fact that, individual entries in rows are located in memory locations next
to each other, and that entire rows are then placed consecutively. Hence, entries one
column apart are next to each other, while entries one row apart are M entries apart.
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Figure 4.12: Two-dimensional vector representation in C/C++, under the so called
“array of arrays” form.
Seemingly, the required memory for an entire array is monolithic, at least in theory,
but we need to have a better understanding of how this is handled in the programming
language at hand. For simplicity’s sake, let’s once again take a 2D array example, as
shown in figure 4.11. A 2D array in C++ is represented as an array of arrays, in the
sense that we are left with N arrays of length M , while the memory reference to each
one of them is held in another array of length N :

Figure 4.13: Two-dimensional vector representation in C/C++, under the so called
“array of arrays” form.
We can see that the main array of length N does not actually hold any variable
value entries, but references to the other arrays, that do hold the required data, in
other words, the first is an array of pointers, and this is where memory continuity
allocation problems appear. This discussion is also valid for Vector containers from
the STL, as they are based on arrays, as well and have a similar structure.
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Arrays store their entries consecutively in memory and in consequence, the M dimensional arrays hold contiguous entries. In theory, as exemplified previously, in
multidimensional all sub-arrays were placed next after each other, yielding contiguous
allocation, but here it is only the references/pointers that are stored sequentially in
the N -dimensional array.
While we can be certain that any C++ standards complying compiler will store the
entries of a single Vector or a single array in contiguous memory locations [9, 11, 1], the
same cannot be said of the “sub-arrays” or “sub-Vectors”, we cannot be ensured those
contained references point towards locations that would place the sub-array/subVector storage continuously.
It is true, that this approach is easier to implement, treat and is quite intuitive, but
this lack of memory continuity is one quite major shortcoming which could hinder
the attempts to exploit Locality of Reference.

Figure 4.14: An array of pointers to the other arrays containing the work data. The
memory locations corresponding to these 1D arrays are not necessarily
contiguous.
The conclusion we can reach is that, we need to consider a different idea, so that
memory storage can actually be monolithic for these variables.
Monodimensional storage of multidimensional data The alternative is clear; use
a one-dimensional array or Vector to store a certain variable values for all vertices
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in all the dimensions considered. Thus, we can be ensured of contiguous memory
allocation, and hence profit from Locality of Reference effects. As a simple example,
let’s consider the two-dimensional case for velocity values, where the vector for each
vertex, ~u can be decomposed into its two scalar components ux and uy , which means
that for N vertices, we have N two-dimensional vectors (or a N by 2 matrix), which
translated into one dimension for storage, becomes a 2N sized array or vector.

Figure 4.15: Storage of a multidimensional array into one single 1D array.
The access to a vertex’s variable value vertex’s can be done via the translation
formula:
u(vertexIndex, componentIndex) ≡ u[componentIndex + vertexIndex ∗ M ]
The end result is a compact representation model, in which the original functionality is preserved:
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Figure 4.16: How Linearised Cells and Vertices look like, from a logical point of view.
And how they access the static (class common) data inside the grid and data
container.

Figure 4.17: Static data access and organisation within the data container and grid.

4.3.5 Reduce function call overhead
This idea is tightly related to simulation runs which are presented both with regions
that possess degrees of freedom (free variables that describe its state in a given point)
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that are free to change in time, and regions that are considered obstacles, inside which
no changes are permitted.
Let’s consider the case of a CFD run, where, the “evolving/free” medium is a
Newtonian non-compressible fluid. While numerical experiments in which the entire
domain consists of fluid are possible, such as Channel-Flow and Moving-Lid-Cavity,
and these cases are great scenarios for source code and data validation, the most
interesting cases involve combinations of fluid and obstacle regions, where the fluid
media interact with the obstacles and are forced upon a certain flow. Simple examples
involve, for instance, a cylinder facing a fluid flow, a step in the Channel-Flow, or more
complicated geometries, and why not, even more elaborate and realistic possibilities
such as porous media or an aerofoil in fluid flow.

Figure 4.18: Simple evaluation scenarios for a CFD run, performed during the CFD
Lab course at the Computational Science and Engineering Program. a:
Velocity magnitude of flow through a channel with a square shaped obstacle. b: Flow through a channel around a crude (low resolution) aerofoil pressure and velocity field (glyphs) representation . Image source,
own work, incompressible fluid simulation. Image source, own work,
incompressible fluid simulation.
It is clear to see, that where there’s no fluid there should not be any computations
in the first place. To a high degree, this is already achieved in the current trivialgrid
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implementation, as computations are performed on cells and vertices only, and only
if required.
Whether a cell or vertex should be considered or not depends on its location in the
computational domain, as such they are classified as in the following table:
Vertex Type
INNER
DIRICHLET
NEUMANN
MIXED_DIRICHLET_NEUMANN
PERIODIC
OUTER

Cell Type
INNER

NOT_INNER

Table 4.1: Classification of Vertices and Cells depending on their degrees of freedom,
or in other words, on their relative position in relation to the fluid in the
domain.
Concrete calculations need to be performed in those cells that lie in the fluid domain
and on vertices that are either inside the fluid domain, or on the boundary between
it and an obstacle surface.

Figure 4.19: Computational domain with fluid cells (blue) and obstacles (red).
The iteration across cells and vertices is driven by the grid, and hence modification
in this regions are within the scope of the present work. Considering this, and the
fact that the Peano framework follows the paradigm of an event-driven architecture
[3, 21], where different handlers or adapters are being called upon the encountering
of certain grid events, means that it might be possible to prevent some of the event
handlers being triggered without necessity during an iteration.
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The grid iteration over the cells means, under the current version, that each cell
and vertex is accessed and a query regarding its type is performed. This involves
several concatenated function calls and data access, which the author of this work
considers might induce some overhead that could perhaps be avoided.
Once again, while a balance between speed tuning and memory cost has to be
considered, I introduced one array of bools (which in themselves are lightweight)
for vertices and cells respectively, so that the grid iteration can jump over non-fluid
elements direclty, without the need to enquire each of them individually.

4.3.6 Code rearrangement and Inlining of frequently accessed
methods
The next idea has been to conduct the rearrangement or reorganisation of code execution, wherever possible, in an attempt to improve cache usage. For example, the
iteration loop has been modified, so that instead of running in the order
Algorithm 4.1 Original grid iteration.
f o r a l l elements in grid
touchVertexFirstTime ( . . . )
handleElement ( . . . )
touchVertexLastTime ( . . . )
end f o r

The iteration is first conducted over the entire grid, first for the touchFirst event
for vertices, then handle Cell and finally again vertices with touch last
Algorithm 4.2 Modified grid iteration.
f o r a l l elements in grid
touchVertexFirstTime ( . . . )
end f o r
f o r a l l elements in grid
handleElement ( . . . )
end f o r
f o r a l l elements in grid
touchVertexLastTime ( . . . )
end f o r

Furthermore, the executable was profiled with intel vTune, in order to seek for
methods that are frequently accessed. Unfortunately, a direct function access counter,
which was part of the “call graph” facility is no longer available in the newer versions of
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the profiler (which now used statistical means, which are faster, but have drawbacks,
as the one illustrated before), as such, it was necessary to look for functions that had
high CPU time and look at their size in the source code.

Figure 4.20: vTune at Work.
Inlining was performed on many accessors and small functions, which looked to
have been called often, as they are prime candidates.
Unfortunately, there is no simple answer as to whether Inlining a function will bring
or not benefits, as explained in [7]. There might be situations where they help, and
situations where it might be detrimental, it tends to be an empiric process.

4.3.7 Profiling - seek and treat hotspots in the source code
Profiling is normally a good method to evaluate and meter your source code. In the
present case I was in the hunt for hotspots, or functions that utilise a lot of CPU
time, there are different metrics to evaluate them, and this seems to be a good one.
Running the code through the profiler for the flow through a channel with an
obstacle in the form of a “cylinder”, highlighted some methods that were utilising
more CPU time than they needed.
A prime example is the getH( ) method, which is a member of the Trivialgrid/TachyonGrid classes, and as it can be seen in the image below, it was among the
functions with highest use, and actually the highest in the grid component, which
seemed like a waste considering that it was simply returning the grid element size for
each dimension.
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Looking in the code, one can realise, that for each call to it, there is a loop in
which a division is performed (this being one of the most expensive operations). The
solution, was to bring this computation out of the getH() method and place it in
the iteration loop, as initialisation before running through the cells. The result is
stored in a 2 or 3 length vector of doubles, which is compared to other data in the
component, nothing. The difference is stark, as can be seen:

Figure 4.21: vTune at Work.

4.3.8 Reorganising cell iteration order - Further improve locality
of reference
The last proposed idea is to reorganise the order in which the iteration is conducted
through the vertices in the domain. The standard traversal method so far has been
lexicographic, for both cells and vertices. The elegant simplicity of this way is difficult
to beat, but one wonders, would it be possible to improve performance, if the traversal
is done according to some space-filling curve, such as the Hilbert or Z? After all, it is
known that their use leads to improvements in locality of reference (yet again).
The author has added some additional arrays to keep track of what global array
index for the DoFs corresponds to a cell or vertex with a given (x, y) set of coordinates
(in two dimensions).
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Figure 4.22: Mapping of Vertices and Cell indices for traversal order into a 2dimensional array (for two dimensions).
Thus, flexibility is provided for the traversal arrangement, with one specific drawback, inherent to space-filling curves. The domain must be square/cubic. There
might be methods to somewhat overcome this problem, for example by representing
a rectangular domain in the form of two square sub-domains, but this is something
that can be studied in the future.
Currently only lexicographic order is implemented, but the author has left the
structures prepared to receive other methods, as well, such as Hilbert and Z curves.
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Several scenarios have been prepared for the evaluation of the changes brought to
the code by the author. They vary specifically by the amount of data contained in
the nodes (cells and vertices), the resolution of the specified setup, and for the Fluid
cells, how many of them are in or out of the fluid domain. For each of them, we are
going to try the changes (where applicable) independently and check what they have
brought.
For each experiment, 6 measurements were taken except for the highest resolution
in the Fluid experiments. Full Tables are available in the Annex.
For all fluid tests, I will apply two metrics, measuring the whole simulation for 10
timesteps, and the time it takes to perform the calculateF() method from the fluid
source code, as it is one of the most expensive functions.
After testing with the cvasi-empty scenario, I will try to keep only to the most
efficient variants of the compiled binary.

5.1 Cvasi-empty Grid
In this scenario, we want to test the raw velocity speed-up for a standalone grid,
regardless of the application that would use the grid.
Ten timesteps where performed.
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Figure 5.1: Table with run results.
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Figure 5.2: Plot of tachyonGrid versus trivialgrid performance.

5.2 Flow through Empty Channel
This is the first fluid scenario I am going to test, the empty channel flow.

Figure 5.3:
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Figure 5.4: Table with run results.

Figure 5.5: Table with run results.
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Figure 5.6: Plot of tachyonGrid versus trivialgrid performance.

5.3 Flow through Channel With Obstacle

Figure 5.7:
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Figure 5.8: Table with run results.

Figure 5.9: Table with run results.
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5.4 Flow through porous media

Figure 5.10:

Figure 5.11: Table with run results.
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Figure 5.12: Table with run results.
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6 Conclusions, Challenges and
Further Work
From the experimental results, we could see a doubling in performance from the old
trivialgrid version to the new tuned one, with the specified options enabled. However,
due to the fact that a lot of work is done outside of the grid itself, this doubling
performance is not translated for CFD applications in the same manner, which is not
surprising.
From the tuning we could also observe that the biggest improvements come from
the linearisation of data and removal of hotspots. Choosing to jump over cells that do
not lie in fluid media does not always work, due to the fact that some adapters require
iterations over them to work properly, even if they are empty. This is especially the
case with plotters.
As a future work, what in the author’s opinion, could be further examined, is
the implementation of space-filling curves to organise grid traversal, as has been
suggested, as well as tuning outside of the grid component, since as results have
proven, this is one of the most effective manners to improve performance.
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6.1 ANNEX - Experimental results Tables
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QvasiEmpty
trivialgrid
1
2
3
4
5
6
meanVal

32x32
0.00094267
0.00097362
0.00096277
0.00095729
0.00095907
0.0009409
0.00095605

64x64
0.00406831
0.00372638
0.00350826
0.00402365
0.00409888
0.00423522
0.00394345

16x16
0.00019447
0.00020789
0.000206
0.0001965
0.00019694
0.0002
0.0002003

32x32
0.00075013
0.00073471
0.00074971
0.00074864
0.00074052
0.00074182
0.00074426

LinearisedData
Grid Iteration Time
64x64
128x128
0.00302026
0.0119456
0.0029943
0.0118902
0.00327032
0.0118584
0.00307558
0.0119117
0.00302876
0.01198
0.00291036
0.0116322
0.00304993
0.01186968

QvasiEmpty
tachyonGrid
1
2
3
4
5
6
meanVal

Grid Iteration Time
128x128
0.0170938
0.0169102
0.0167918
0.0169842
0.0165053
0.0167659
0.01684187

16x16
0.00022693
0.00022348
0.00023345
0.00022299
0.00021886
0.00022954
0.00022587

QvasiEmpty

256x256
0.0602544
0.0627919
0.0601399
0.0626609
0.0604317
0.0623913
0.06144502

512x512
0.246569
0.24832
0.245595
0.247607
0.247813
0.247498
0.24723367

768x768
0.704853
0.710429
0.706139
0.69761
0.7119
0.709873
0.70680067

256x256
0.046463
0.0466386
0.0467433
0.0464322
0.0466952
0.0464437
0.04656933

512x512
0.185623
0.186458
0.186526
0.187825
0.186239
0.186206
0.1864795

768x768
0.562457
0.566029
0.56589
0.563014
0.569389
0.564669
0.56524133

LinearisedData + Inlines
Grid Iteration Time

tachyonGrid

16x16

32x32

64x64

128x128

256x256

512x512

768x768

1
2
3
4
5
6
meanVal

0.00018512
0.00018615
0.00019684
0.00019784
0.00019276
0.00018666
0.00019089

0.00072149
0.0007248
0.00073686
0.00071791
0.00071029
0.00071223
0.00072059

0.00292101
0.00289575
0.00289162
0.00284085
0.00288682
0.00285768
0.00288229

0.0112574
0.0113962
0.011518
0.0116812
0.0115138
0.0114078
0.0114624

0.0449619
0.0451865
0.0452145
0.0450161
0.0453752
0.0445376
0.04504863

0.180172
0.180194
0.178021
0.178036
0.178329
0.178679
0.17890517

0.546518
0.548496
0.54787
0.54852
0.545743
0.545552
0.5471165

tachyonGrid
1
2
3

16x16
0.00016991
0.00016231
0.00016423

32x32
0.00061586
0.00061586
0.00064642

LinearisedData + RemHotspots
Grid Iteration Time
64x64
128x128
0.00251348
0.00983956
0.00253872
0.00994116
0.00246696
0.00992107

256x256
0.0391466
0.0386565
0.0384981

512x512
0.157219
0.157899
0.158525

768x768
0.359465
0.359299
0.359138

4

0.00015888

0.00061638

0.00246304

0.00989466

0.0390461

0.157031

0.357208

5
6
meanVal

0.00016352
0.00015753
0.00016273

0.00061608
0.0006069
0.00061958

0.00246315
0.00246071
0.00248434

0.00987714
0.00978076
0.00987573

0.0390525
0.0389593
0.03889318

0.156816
0.156539
0.15733817

0.357995
0.357191
0.35838267

16x16
0.00034008

32x32
0.00132597

64x64
0.00540783

LinearisedData + NewIterOrder
Grid Iteration Time
128x128
0.0212347

256x256
0.0846508

512x512
0.337077

768x768
0.915414

2

0.0003402

0.00133378

0.00535358

0.0214145

0.0846719

0.344654

0.916909

3

0.00035027

0.00133082

0.00540691

0.0212693

0.0838812

0.343035

0.91855

4

0.00034188

0.00137965

0.00548949

0.0211254

0.0844581

0.341948

0.896576

5

0.00033689

0.00144225

0.00532749

0.0213926

0.0836855

0.337065

0.897736

6

0.0003432

0.00133294

0.00528345

0.021373

0.0848323

0.341114

0.907046

meanVal

0.00034209

0.00135757

0.00537813

0.02130158

0.0843633

0.3408155

0.90870517

16x16
0.00014953
0.0001529
0.00015721
0.00015265
0.00014791
0.00015014
0.00015172

32x32
0.00058286
0.00060618
0.00059535
0.00059493
0.00058359
0.00058072
0.00059061

64x64
0.0023236
0.00237279
0.00238549
0.00239301
0.00235911
0.00233098
0.00236083

LinearisedData + Inlines + Hotspots treatment
Grid Iteration Time
128x128
256x256
0.00921848
0.0361551
0.00920475
0.0368437
0.00919713
0.0366846
0.00914759
0.0365359
0.00929769
0.0363642
0.0091768
0.0365281
0.00920707
0.0365186

512x512
0.148165
0.147135
0.148137
0.149033
0.147521
0.147689
0.14794667

768x768
0.336173
0.331941
0.335136
0.336412
0.33577
0.337018
0.33540833

QvasiEmpty

QvasiEmpty
tachyonGrid
1

QvasiEmpty
tachyonGrid
1
2
3
4
5
6
meanVal

QvasiEmpty
Resolution

Grid Iteration Time
16x16

32x32

64x64

128x128

256x256

512x512

768x768

Component
Version

Measured Normalised Measured Normalised Measured Normalised Measured Normalised Measured Normalised Measured Normalised Measured Normalised
Time*
Time (%)**
Time
Time (%)**
Time
Time (%)**
Time
Time (%)**
Time
Time (%)**
Time
Time (%)**
Time
Time (%)**

Trivialgrid
(original)

0.00022587 148.873429 0.00095605 161.876776 0.00394345 167.036593 0.01684187 182.923129 0.06144502 168.25677 0.24723367 167.109995 0.70680067 210.728416

TachyonGrid:
LinearisedData

0.0002003 132.018314 0.00074426 126.01578 0.00304993 129.188887 0.01186968 128.919179 0.04656933 127.522231 0.1864795 126.045084 0.56524133 168.523342

TachyonGrid:
LinearisedData + 0.00019089 125.819017 0.00072059 122.009352 0.00288229 122.087924 0.0114624 124.495587 0.04504863 123.358051 0.17890517 120.925446 0.5471165 163.119531
Inlining

TachyonGrid:
LinearisedData +
0.00016273 107.255509 0.00061958 104.906438 0.00248434 105.231776 0.00987573 107.262369 0.03889318 106.502394 0.15733817 106.347896 0.35838267 106.849661
Hotspot
Treatment
TachyonGrid:
LinearisedData +
0.00034209 225.470352 0.00135757 229.860623 0.00537813 227.806534 0.02130158 231.361069 0.0843633 231.014606 0.3408155 230.363757 0.90870517 270.925042
Iteration
reordering
TachyonGrid:
LinearisedData +
Hotspot
0.00015172
Treatment +
Inlining
*=mean average

**=normalis
ed to
lowest
time=100%

100

0.00059061

100

0.00236083

100

0.00920707

100

0.0365186

100

0.14794667

100

0.33540833

100

ChannelFlow
trivialgrid
1
2
3
4
5
6
meanVal

16x16
0.0006569
0.0006367
0.000636
0.0006324
0.0006339
0.0006334
0.0006382

32x32
0.0025436
0.0025721
0.0025225
0.0025723
0.0025754
0.0025396
0.0025542

CalculateF Time
64x64
128x128
0.0098595
0.0407375
0.0100362
0.0407906
0.0099595
0.0409522
0.0102239
0.0407915
0.0100709
0.0407941
0.0099722
0.0408867
0.0100204
0.0408254

256x256
0.157775
0.169998
0.159317
0.161013
0.159333
0.159145
0.1610968

512x512
0.638934
0.648161
0.656263
0.661475
0.649725
0.656922
0.6519133

32x32
0.0026553
0.0027565
0.0026512
0.0026132
0.0026305
0.0027055
0.0026687

LinearisedData
CalculateF Time
64x64
128x128
0.0088821
0.0364165
0.0091288
0.0364758
0.009431
0.0363431
0.0093652
0.0366538
0.009422
0.0361061
0.0095512
0.0362964
0.0092967
0.036382

256x256
0.145359
0.14669
0.146725
0.147007
0.146875
0.147407
0.1466772

512x512
0.578627
0.576437
0.5849
0.577127
0.576808
0.577469
0.5785613

ChannelFlow
tachyonGrid
1
2
3
4
5
6
meanVal

16x16
0.0005948
0.0005871
0.0005938
0.0005924
0.0005904
0.0005848
0.0005906

ChannelFlow

LinearisedData + RemHotspots
CalculateF Time

tachyonGrid

16x16

32x32

64x64

128x128

256x256

512x512

1
2
3
4
5
6
meanVal

0.0005835
0.000536
0.0005351
0.0005564
0.000536
0.0006604
0.0005679

0.0023153
0.0021329
0.0021492
0.0021519
0.002162
0.0021513
0.0021771

0.0092687
0.0085136
0.0089252
0.0087625
0.0089983
0.0088201
0.0088814

0.0354673
0.035128
0.0352312
0.0350447
0.0356964
0.0357434
0.0353852

0.137471
0.137521
0.138245
0.137731
0.137127
0.137263
0.1375597

0.567624
0.568802
0.568663
0.570736
0.568066
0.568702
0.5687655

256x256
0.136481
0.13674

512x512
0.545024
0.547843

ChannelFlow
tachyonGrid
1
2

16x16
0.0005486
0.0005305

3

0.0005409

4
5
6
meanVal

0.0005419
0.0005575
0.00053
0.0005416

LinearisedData + RemHotspots + Inlines
CalculateF Time
64x64
128x128
0.0090998
0.0342345
0.0091944
0.0341697

32x32
0.0020967
0.002091
0.0020688
0.0021361
0.0020937
0.0022291
0.0021192

0.0092237

0.0340273

0.136428

0.547685

0.0091011
0.0094318
0.0090837
0.0091891

0.0339414
0.033889
0.0341112
0.0340622

0.138074
0.135843
0.135961
0.1365878

0.543791
0.540756
0.546827
0.545321

CalculateF Time – Channel Flow Overall Results

Resolution
Component
Version

Trivialgrid
(original)

16x16

32x32

64x64

128x128

256x256

512x512

Measured Normalised Measured Normalised Measured Normalised Measured Normalised Measured Normalised Measured Normalised
Time*
Time (%)**
Time
Time (%)**
Time
Time (%)**
Time
Time (%)**
Time
Time (%)**
Time
Time (%)**

0.0006382 117.84998 0.0025542

120.5259 0.0100204 112.82399 112.82399 112.82399 0.1610968

100

100

100

TachyonGrid:
0.0005948 109.83677 0.0026553 125.29531 0.0088821 100.00773 100.00773 100.00773 100.00773 100.00773 100.00773 100.00773
LinearisedData

TachyonGrid:
LinearisedData
0.0005679 104.8635
+ Hotspot
Treatment

0.0021771 102.73015 0.0088814

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

TachyonGrid:
LinearisedData
+ Hotspot
0.0005416
Treatment +
Inlining

0.0021192

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

0.0091891

ChannelFlow
trivialgrid
1
2
3
4
5
6
meanVal

Sim.Time
16x16
0.0501954
0.0500144
0.0508296
0.0499095
0.050476
0.0490235
0.0500747

32x32
0.171578
0.174729
0.183133
0.173355
0.17221
0.178508
0.1755855

64x64
0.660476
0.687419
0.673688
0.676111
0.699019
0.671691
0.6780673

ChannelFlow
tachyonGrid
1
2
3
4
5
6
meanVal

16x16
0.0485321
0.0481891
0.0486788
0.0475539
0.0519487
0.0472003
0.0463991

32x32
0.170765
0.168197
0.16496
0.168283
0.166323
0.1722
0.1684547

64x64
0.642148
0.651825
0.64285
0.642836
0.651132
0.648164
0.6464925

128x128
3.13838
3.15694
3.12251
3.1229
3.17722
3.13
3.141325

256x256
22.4429
20.84
21.4497
20.73
20.5469
20.44
21.074917

32x32
0.158463
0.15871
0.159211
0.15871
0.157764
0.159034
0.1586487

LinearisedData + RemHotspots
Sim.Time
64x64
128x128
0.623384
3.01062
0.620334
3.09631
0.613727
3.03831
0.613128
3.06057
0.613806
3.05722
0.629796
3.05893
0.6190292
3.05366

16x16
0.0458369
0.0458019
0.0464163
0.048309
0.0460923
0.0457924
0.0463748

256x256
19.9006
19.8409
19.9553
19.7476
20.1071
20.2782
19.971617

32x32
0.157816
0.159189
0.156225
0.158982
0.160716
0.162484
0.1592353

LinearisedData + RemHotspots + Inlines
Sim.Time
64x64
128x128
0.607363
2.50133
0.605279
2.47118
0.601948
2.52256
0.613212
2.53084
0.60861
2.50522
0.611099
2.49297
0.6079185
2.5040167

256x256
19.9548
20.3652
20.6137
20.9026
20.65
21.2001
20.6144

ChannelFlow
tachyonGrid
1
2
3
4
5
6
meanVal

Resolution
Component
Version
Trivialgrid
(original)
TachyonGrid:
LinearisedData
TachyonGrid:
LinearisedData
+ Hotspot
Treatment
TachyonGrid:
LinearisedData
+ Hotspot
Treatment +
Inlining

256x256
22.3307
21.913
21.1067
21.0497
20.6269
21.3945
21.403583

512x512
96.3634
95.18
97.51

96.351133

LinearisedData
Sim.Time

ChannelFlow
tachyonGrid
1
2
3
4
5
6
meanVal

128x128
3.20795
3.30493
3.30637
3.477
3.317
3.32293
3.3226967

16x16
0.0450495
0.045051
0.0502942
0.047018
0.0446769
0.046305
0.0463991

16x16

32x32

Sim Time – Channel Flow Overall Results
64x64
128x128

512x512
93.86
92.18
91.17

92.403333

512x512
92.5408
91.6226
92.4743

92.212567

512x512
89.3426
90.1215
89.4214

89.6285

256x256

512x512

Measured Normalised Measured Normalised Measured Normalised Measured Normalised Measured Normalised Measured Normalised
Time*
Time (%)**
Time
Time (%)**
Time
Time (%)**
Time
Time (%)**
Time
Time (%)**
Time
Time (%)**
0.0500747 107.97833 0.1755855 110.67569 0.6780673 111.53918 3.3226967 132.69467 21.403583 107.17001 96.351133 107.50055
0.0463991 100.0524 0.1684547 106.18095 0.6464925 106.34526 3.141325 125.45144 21.074917 105.52434 92.403333 103.09593
0.0463748

100

0.1586487

100

0.6190292 101.82766

0.0463991

100

0.1592353

100

0.6079185

100

3.05366

2.5040167

121.95047 19.971617

100

20.6144

100

100

92.212567 102.88309

89.6285

100

Obstacle
trivialgrid
1
2
3
4
5
6
meanVal

50x10
0.0016663
0.0016682
0.00165839
0.00165787
0.00170537
0.00181104
0.00169453

Obstacle
tachyonGrid
1
2
3
4
5
6
meanVal

50x10
0.00140722
0.00149785
0.00147989
0.0014769
0.00153433
0.00146701
0.0014772

Resolution
Component
Version

50x10
Measured Normalised
Time*
Time (%)**

CalculateF Time
220x40
0.0305186
0.0294045
0.0295135
0.0292014
0.029467
0.0295681
0.02961218

440x80
0.122442
0.116935
0.11735
0.117054
0.117023
0.11714
0.11799067

LinearisedData + RemHotspots + Inlines
CalculateF Time
110x20
220x40
0.0064219
0.0251646
0.00632102
0.0252828
0.00619969
0.0251691
0.00623572
0.0251124
0.00616023
0.0251468
0.00624964
0.0251691
0.0062647
0.02517413

440x80
0.0986593
0.100449
0.100408
0.100242
0.100427
0.100556
0.10012355

110x20
0.00747628
0.00747153
0.00744729
0.00748868
0.00751546
0.00743864
0.00747298

Obstacle Experiment - CalculateF Time Overall results

Trivialgrid
(original)

220x40
Measured Normalised
Time
Time (%)**

440x80
Measured Normalised
Time
Time (%)**

0.00169453 114.712181 0.00747298 119.287117 119.287117 119.287117 0.11799067 117.845069

TachyonGrid:
LinearisedData
+ Hotspot
0.0014772
Treatment +
Inlining

Obstacle
trivialgrid
1
2
3
4
5
6
meanVal

110x20
Measured Normalised
Time
Time (%)**

100

0.0062647

100

100

100

0.10012355

100

Sim Time
50x10
0.15422
0.124452
0.124084
0.126802
0.125791
0.125457
0.13013433

110x20
0.59068
0.558617
0.558739
0.564659
0.567468
0.564388
0.56742517

220x40
2.35838
2.33507
2.38192
2.35759
2.34937
0.39919
2.03025333

440x80
11.4271
11.8495
11.42

11.5655333

LinearisedData + RemHotspots + Inlines + avoid obsatacles
Obstacle
tachyonGrid
1
2
3
4
5
6
meanVal

50x10
0.110107
0.115107
0.107361
0.108241
0.111867
0.106808
0.10991517

110x20
0.496962
0.494631
0.500999
0.526581
0.497306

Sim Time
220x40
2.09258
2.12633
2.17191
2.17105
2.12407

0.490413

2.11684

0.50114867

2.13379667

440x80
10.6121
10.1766
10.905

10.5645667

Obstcle experiment - Sim Time Overall results

50x10

110x20

220x40

440x80

Resolution
Component
Version

Trivialgrid
(original)

Measured
Time*

Normalised
Time (%)**

Measured
Time

Normalised
Time (%)**

Measured
Time

0.13013433 118.395247 0.56742517 113.224918 2.03025333

TachyonGrid:
LinearisedData
0.10991517
+ Hotspot
Treatment +
Inlining

100

0.50114867

100

2.13379667

Normalised
Time (%)**

100

105.10002

Measured
Time

Normalised
Time (%)**

11.5655333 109.474754

10.5645667

100

Trivialgrid
Porous Media
trivialgrid
1
2
3
4
5
6
meanVal

CalculateF Time
400x400
0.367469
0.368267
0.365244
0.367421
0.366103
0.366775
0.366879833

LinearisedData + RemHotspots + Inlines
Porous Media
tachyonGrid
1
2
3
4
5
6
meanVal

CalculateF Time
400x400
0.281042
0.270694
0.270651
0.274848
0.271887
0.271113
0.2733725

Porous Media - CalculateF Time Overall
results
Resolution
400x400
Component
Measured
Normalised
Version
Time*
Time (%)**
Trivialgrid
(original)
TachyonGrid:
LinearisedData
+ Hotspot
Treatment +
Inlining

Porous Media
trivialgrid
1
2
3
meanVal

0.366879833 134.2050987

0.2733725

100

Sim Time
400x400
70.2582
69.5621
71.4798
70.43336667

LinearisedData + RemHotspots + Inlines +
avoid obsatacles
Porous Media
tachyonGrid
1
2
3
meanVal

Sim Time
400x400
62.6167
62.6333
62.5739
62.60796667

Porous Media – Sim Time Overall results
Resolution
Component
Version
Trivialgrid
(original)

400x400
Measured
Time*

Normalised
Time (%)**

70.43336667 112.4990483

TachyonGrid:
LinearisedData
+ Hotspot
62.60796667
Treatment +
Inlining

100

